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Nerve Growth Factor with Insular Cortical Grafts Induces Recovery
of Learning and Reestablishes Graft Choline Acetyltransferase

Activity
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SUMMARY

Rats showing disrupted taste aversion due to
insular cortex (IC)-lesions received either IC-
grafts with NGF, grafts without NGF, or NGF
alone. An additional group served as lesioned
controls. Only those animals that received IC-
grafts with NGF recovered the ability to learn
the conditioned taste aversion task, at 15 days
post-graft. Choline acetyltransferase (CHAT)
activity in the IC-grafts with, but not without
NGF, was similar to the IC activity of
unoperated controls. In contrast, glutamate
decarboxylase activity was similar in all the
groups. These findings suggest that IC-grafts
associated with NGF induce recovery of
learning abilities in IC-lesioned rats, which
correlates with reestablishment of ChAT
activity in the grafts at 15 days post-
implantation.
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It has been demonstrated that chronic perfusion
of NGF in fimbria-fornix lesioned animals with
severe learning impairments induces functional and
anatomical recovery /23/. Moreover, chronic
intracerebral infusion of NGF improves
performance in cognitively impaired aged rats/24/.
Recently Otto et al. /21/showed that the presence
of NGF-soaked gelfoam reduces the death rate of
medial septal neurons following fimbria-fomix
lesions.

Conditioned taste aversion (CTA) is a learning
paradigm in which rats acquire aversion to a taste
cue when it is followed by digestive malaise/13/. It
has been shown that bilateral lesions of the insular
cortex (IC) disrupt acquisition and retention of
CTA /3,5,16/. Recent research in our laboratory has
focused on the influence of brain grafts on the
recovery of learning ability in IC-lesioned animals
/2,9,10/. Analysis of the time course of the
behavioral recovery induced by IC-grafts after IC-
lesions, demonstrated that at the initial 15 days
post-implant the subjects did not show any
recuperation in the CTA paradigm, whereas a good
recovery was observed at 45 days after graft. In
addition, behavioral recovery was correlated with
increased acetylcholinesterase activity, detected
histochemically /10/ and biochemically/18/.

These findings suggest that graft maturation
and/or cholinergic activity may play a role in the
graft-mediated behavioral recovery following brain
lesions. In the present study we evaluated the role
of NGF in the recovery of CTA induced by cortical
grafts, and attempted to correlate such behavioral
effects with ChAT and glutamate decarboxylase
(GAD) activities, as indicators of cholinergic and
GABAergic neuronal systems, respectively, in the
grafted tissue.

Adult male Wistar rats weighing 250-300 g at
the start of the experiment were used. They were
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housed individually, under an inverted 12 h light-
dark cycle, with food and water ad libitum except
where indicated. Bilateral stereotaxic electrolytic
lesions (2 mA/45 s) of the IC were made in 41
animals under pentobarbital anesthesia (50 mg/kg)
using the following coordinates with respect to
bregma: AP = +1.2 ram; L = +/-5.5 ram; V = -5.5
ram. Eleven animals were used as unoperated
controls.
A previously described experimental procedure

for CTA was used /10/. Briefly, animals were
deprived of water for 24 h and trained to drink
water twice a day, during ten min trials for four
days. On the fifth day, a 0.1 M LiC1 solution,
which induces digestive malaise, was given instead
of water in order to induce taste aversion. After
four more days of baseline consumption, the water
was substituted by a 0.1 M NaC1 solution to test the
aversion. LiCI and NaC1 are indistinguishable by
rats/20/. The NaC1 consumption volume was taken
as the tste aversion score.

After the f’trst behavioral CTA training and test,
the experimental animals were divided randomly
into five groups: Group one received IC-grafts in
combination with NGF (IC-NGF, n--13); group two
received IC-grafts with vehicle (IC-VEH, n--7); a
third group received gelfoam soaked in the NGF
solution, without graft (NGF, n--10); the fourth
group was an IC-lesioned group (L., n=ll) and
the fifth was an unoperated control group (CON,
n---ll). Sixteen-day-old fetuses were removed from
the abdominal cavity of pregnant rats under
barbiturate anesthesia (50 mg/kg). The fetal brains
were removed, and the temporoparietal area (above
the rhinal suleus) was dissected under a field
microscope. The tissue (about 2 mm3) was soaked
in a highly concentrated solution (20 lxg/ml) of
NGF 7S (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in Dulbecco’s
Modified Eagle’s Medium (GIBCO, Grand Island,
NY) containing 0.25% bovine serum albumin
(Sigma, St. Louis, MO), according to the procedure
of Otto et al. /21/. After soaking, the tissue was
aspirated into a 100 lxl Hamilton microsyringe and
then stereotaxieally injected into the IC area, with
the same stereotaxic coordinates used previously
for producing the lesion. After implanting, gelfoam
(about 1 ram3) soaked in the same NGF solution
was inserted into the cavity. For group two the

soaking solution and gelfoam did not contain NGF.
Fifteen days after the transplantation procedure all
the animals were retrained for CTA.

At the end of the behavioral procedure (post-
implant) IC water homogenates from the IC region
(group CON) or from dissected IC-implants
(groups IC-NGF and IC-VEH) were used for
measuring enzymatic activities. Animals were
killed by decapitation and their brains quickly
removed. The IC region was localized using the
middle cerebral artery and the rhinal suleus as
references /16,17/ and was dissected on ice and
homogenized as required. The grafted tissue was
carefully dissected from the host tissue and
processed in the same manner. ChAT/11,17/and
GAD /1,17/ were measured by the radioisotopic
techniques previously described in detail, using
[3H]acetyl-coenzyme A (1.6 Ci/mmol) (NEN
Dupont, Boston, MA) and [1-4C]L-glutamate (56
mCi/mmol) (Amersham, Buckinghamshire, U.IC)
respectively. Protein was determined using the
Folin reagent method, as described/19/.

Two animals from each grafted group were
perfused through the ascending aorta with 0.15 M
NaC1 followed by a 4% paraformaldehyde, 0.1%
glutaraldehyde solution in PBS. The brains were
subsequently cut and processed for cresyl violet
(Nissl staining) by standard procedures /2/ to
determine the transplants’ characteristics.
A simple ANOVA was done on the test day

consumption volume for all groups, pre and post
graft, with post-hoe group comparisons, when
appropriate, using the Student-Newmann-Keuls’
test, at a 0.05 significance level. The results of the
CTA experiments are shown in Fig. 1. During the
pregraft test trial, there were significant differences
among groups (F,t,50=25.63, p<0.001). As expected,
the control group showed strong taste aversion,
whereas the IC-lesioned (IC-NGF, IC-VEH, NGF
and LX) groups showed significantly disrupted
taste aversion. Fifteen days after grafting, ANOVA
comparisons revealed significant differences
among the groups (F4.5o=11.61, p<0.001). The IC-
NGF group showed markedly reduced NaCI
consumption, which was similar to that of the
control group, and significantly different from its
pregraft score, indicating a recovery of taste
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aversion, while the LX, NGF and IC-VEH groups
did not show any improvement (Fig. 1).

The results of the determination of enzyme
activities are shown in Fig. 2. ANOVA analysis of
ChAT activity revealed significant differences
among groups (F2.27--9.01, p<0.001). ChAT activity
in IC-NGF grafts was similar to that in intact
controls IC, whereas that in IC-VEH grafts was
only 41% and 47%, as compared with the controls
and th IC-NGF tissues, respectively. In contrast,
GAD activity was similar in IC homogenates in
control, IC-VEH and IC-NGF groups (F2,27=0.56)
(Fig. 2). The IC-grafts with or without NGF
showed a well integrated and healthy aspect (Fig.
3).

It has been demonstrated that fetal brain grafts
can produce functional recovery in a variety of
behavioral tasks/4,6,8/. We have found that in the
CTA paradigm cortical brain grafts produce a
significant recovery of the ability to learn after 60
days post-graft in IC-lesioned animals, and that
such recovery requires at least 30 days post-graft
/10/. Other studies have shown that ChAT activity
in the IC is higher than in other cortical areas, and
that IC-graft ACh release is correlated with the
recovery of CTA /17,18/, suggesting that the
cholinergic system is involved in the functional
recovery mediated by IC-grafts. The purpose of the
present experiments was to study the effect of
supplementing grafts with NGF on the behavioral
recovery induced by fetal IC-implants, and to relate
such effects to biochemical changes in the
cholinrgic or GABAergic systems.

The behavioral data obtained indicates that at 15
days post-graft the only group that promotes
recovery of the ability to acquire the CTA was the
group with homotopic IC-grafts in combination
with NGF. In view of the above-mentioned data,
this indicates that the administration of NGF in the
cortical grafts significantly affects the functional
recovery observed at 15 days post-graft.
Experiments assessing the effects of NGF alone or
in combination with grafts, in a time-dependent
fashion, are currently being evaluated in our
laboratory.

Our biochemical analyses showed that ChAT
activity in the homotopic IC-grafts plus NGF was
similar to that in the IC of intact control animals,

whereas in the IC-grafts plus vehicle it was
considerably reduced. Furthermore, preliminary
studies using in vivo assays of ChAT and ACh
levels have demonstrated that IC but not
heterotopic grafts with NGF reestablish ChAT
activity (Russell R.W., Escobar M.L., Booth R.A.
and Bermtdez-Rattoni F., in preparation). These
data, together with the above-mentioned findings,
suggest a participation of cholinergic
neurotransmission in the graft-mediated functional
recovery. In this regard, it has been demonstrated
that NGF application produces a significant
regrowth and reconnectivity of cholinergie fibers
using the septo-hippocampal lesion model /14/.
Other authors, using different learning models and
different brain regions, have found recovery after
acute application of NGF or other trophic factors.
Moreover, that recovery has been correlated with
the survival and improvement of the functional
capabilities of cholinergic cells/7,12,15,22,24/. In
this regard, Varon and coworkers /23/ using
chronic NGF administration in animals with fornix
lesions, have described functional recovery in a
Morris spatial task, that also correlated with
regrowth of cholinergic fibers.

In the present experiments, measurement of
GAD activity at 15 days post-graft, in contrast to
CHAT, did not show any significant differences
between groups. These results suggest that GABA
mediated neurotransmission does not play an
important role in graft-promoted behavioral
recovery. Obviously, the involvement of other
neurotransmitter systems cannot be dismissed.
Despite the apparent similarity in the
morphological appearance of the IC-NGF and IC-
VEH grafts, the results indicate that the
biochemical differences in ChAT activity are more
relevant to the behavioral recovery observed.

The present findings suggest that NGF, when
associated simultaneously with homotopic IC-
grafts, produces recovery of learning abilities in
IC-lesioned rats and the reestablishment of ChAT
activity in the grafts at 15 days post-graft.
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Fig. 1:
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Amount of NaCI consumed by control (CON), lesioned (LX), insular cortex + NGF graft (IC-NGF), NGF alone (NGF)
and insular cortex + vehicle graft (IC-VEH) groups. Left panel shows the results from one taste test trial prior to implant.
Right panel shows the results of one taste test trial 15 days after implant. Values are means SEM. **p<0.01 as
compared with controls (Newmann-Keuls’ test).
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ChAT (top panel) and GAD (bottom panel) activity
in IC of intact control (CON), IC-NGF and IC-VEH
grafts. *p<0.05 as compared with both control and
IC-NGF groups (Newmann-Keuls’ test).
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Fig. 3: Nissl staining of coronal sections from homotopic insular cortex grafts with (A and B) or without NGF (C and D). The

position of the grafts in the host brain is schematized (center). B and D (40x) magnifications of the boxed regions in A
and C (20x) respectively.
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